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UKRAINE 
CERTIFICATON OF ORGANIC PRODUCTION 

There are all prerequisites for broad implementation in agricultural production principles of organic farming: the 
presence of large areas of fertile soil in our country, low use of fertilizers and pesticides, a sufficient number of 
producers willing to produce organic agricultural products, and its potential customers, important scientific 
achievements in the field development of organic production.  

As a result of the research was developed performance framework for organic production, taking into account 
soil and climatic characteristics of the territory and biological features of crops and determine the weight the 
contribution of each of the criteria on the impact of technology in growing crops: climatic indicators > soil fertility 
levels > potential varietal crops> phytosanitary condition of crops > accumulative and migration processes of pollutants 
in soil and trans locating processes toxins from soil to plants > quality and safety of plant products> Productivity > 
economic efficiency.  

According to research was carried out a comprehensive assessment of agricultural land for their life conditions 
of organic agricultural production at local and regional levels. In addition, it was shown that the most vulnerable 
agricultural landscapes is the center and south of Ukraine, confirmed widespread in these areas processes of water 
erosion and deflation, which are covered under 45 — 90 percent of arable land. Such indicators should be considered 
when creating organic farms.  

Scientific methodologically sound and the classified structure of indicators of environmental assessment for the 
impact on the climate, ecotoxicological, agrochemical, phytosanitary hydrochemical state of agro-ecosystems, quality 
and product safety and performance culture. What methodology will enable the introduction of organic production for 
environmentally friendly food that will meet international requirements and standards.  
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INCREASING EFFICIENCY OF THE LABOR SAFETY OF ENTERPRISES 
Introduction. The effectiveness of implementation of potential actions and means of labor safety of enterprise 

depends on the quality of management and includes determine the nature and scale of accidents, forecasting their 
development, the correct definition of objectives and how best to eliminate the task (localization) of the possible 
consequences.  

Materials and methods. To research the efficiency of safety labor management of enterprise should to set 
dependence of duration of tasks of safety management from their resources. To solve the problems of planning of 
resources to perform complex operations is required to determine the total as function by testing hypotheses.  

Results and discussion. Approximate form  (x) is linear, that is 
 (x) = – ax + b;   (1) 
rectified form  (x) is hyperbole, that is 
 (x) = c / x  (2) 
at the interval (xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax). 

Testing hypotheses about the hyperbolic shape of depending (x) was carried by using regression analysis. 
The coefficient c is finding by the method of least squares, and then becomes known the analytical form of 

functions.  
A measure of probability of the hypothesis of hyperbolic dependence (2) is the value of the ratio of standard 

deviation to the «length» of line of graphic  (x) at the selected interval : 
  =  () / L () (x),  (3) 
where  () — standard deviation range. Located by variance of statistical distribution; L () (x) — integral, 
calculatedby «rectangles», given the length of the «step» argument (eps) and the number of the steps of integration 

Conclusions. Data was collected from the experimental research is needed for further work on evaluating the 
effectiveness of the organization and tasks of labor safety in the enterprise.  
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